Premorbid intelligence and brain injury
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Objectives. To determine whether NART scores are associated with severity of brain injury and therefore presumably affected by brain injury. In addition, to compare the Cambridge Contextual Reading Test (CCRT) with injury severity in head-injured individuals.

Design and methods. Participants were 55 survivors of traumatic head injury, who completed the NART and the CCRT. The scores on these premorbid measures were then compared with indices of injury severity from their initial neurosurgical admission.

Results. The NART was significantly correlated with Glasgow coma scale, with greater severity of injury associated with poorer performance. Poorer NART performance was also significantly more likely amongst those whose injury resulted in coma. The CCRT was preferred by patients, though it was also significantly associated with Glasgow coma scale and presence of coma.

Conclusions. The data suggest that performance on both the NART and the CCRT are affected by brain injury severity and thus may underestimate true premorbid ability in these individuals. Similar findings would be likely with the conceptually identical WTAR measure. These measures should be used with appropriate caution and may be usefully supplemented by predictions based on demographic information.

The National Adult Reading Test (NART), which assesses the pronunciation of 50 irregularly spelt words, is widely used as an estimate of an individual’s intelligence before the onset of dementia or other neurological insult (Nelson & Willison, 1991). Such measures of premorbid intelligence must correlate highly with measured IQ in the healthy population and be resistant to neurological or psychiatric disorder. The use of the NART as a measure of premorbid intelligence was initially based upon the observation that reading ability is relatively well preserved in individuals with dementia (Nelson & McKenna, 1975), but the NART has become used as the standard measure of premorbid intelligence across a range of neuropsychiatric conditions.
The more recent Wechsler Test of Adult Rendition (WTAR) is a very similar premorbid measure based upon the same concept as the NART. Its role as a valid measure of premorbid intelligence following closed head injury has been supported by two studies, which found no significant differences in NART performance between head-injured patients and well-matched controls (Crawford, Parker, & Besson, 1988; Watt & O’Carroll, 1999). Additionally, a case study in which the NART error score of a patient was reported to be consistent with an intelligence test conducted 7 years prior to a severe head injury is often cited as support for the use of the NART following head injury (Moss & Dowd, 1991).

However, there are reasons to question the use of the NART. It has been shown to be compromised in moderate to late stage dementia and in other neurological conditions, including Korsakoff’s syndrome (O’Carroll, Moffoot, Ebmeier, & Goodwin, 1992). Moreover, the studies that support the use of the NART have been based upon relatively small numbers of head-injured individuals and thus may have been unable to detect impairments in NART performance that only affected a minority of these individuals. In view of the heterogeneity of injury severity and lesion location typical of brain injured populations, it is reasonable to suppose that NART performance may be impaired in some individuals and not others. This notion is supported by a study in which actual NART performance was found to be impaired in 30% of individuals with a brain injury, relative to estimates of NART performance based upon demographic data (Freeman, Godfrey, Harris, & Partridge, 2001).

Beardsall and Huppert (1994) reasoned that failure to correctly pronounce NART words may sometimes be due to the unusual presentation of the word rather than being due to unfamiliarity with the word. They developed the Cambridge Contextual Reading Task (CCRT), in which the NART words are placed into a series of sentences so that they are presented in a meaningful context rather than in isolation. The provision of contextual cues should facilitate correct word recognition if a lexical entry is present for the word and thus enable a more valid estimation of premorbid ability (Beardsall, 1998). An initial study that supported the use of the CCRT reported that this measure was resistant to the effects of head injury (Watt & O’Carroll, 1999). However, this study involved only 25 head-injured individuals and one measure of injury severity. We report a comparison of performance on both the NART and CCRT with indices of injury severity in 55 individuals who have suffered a head injury some years previously.

**Method**

The study involved individuals who had suffered head injury and were assessed as part of a long-term neuropsychological follow-up project. These participants were drawn from a sample of 94 patients for whom clinical data from the time of injury and some outcome data at 6 months post injury was available. A total of 62 patients participated in follow-up neuropsychological assessments. Non-participation was for the following reasons: no reply from patient (15); unable to contact or establish current GP (10); verified death or serious illness (4); patient declined to participate (3). The NART was not administered if patients reported or demonstrated signs of either dyslexia or visual impairment that hindered their reading ability. These requirements excluded seven patients, leaving a study group comprising 55 head-injury patients. All had been admitted to a regional neurosurgical unit for management in the acute stage.
Participants
The head-injury group had a mean age at assessment of 36.6 years ($SD = 10.9$) ranging from 24 to 67. The mean time between injury and assessment was 7.1 years ($SD = 0.8$), with a range of 5.7–8.9 years. Ages at injury were between 17 and 59. Clinical data describing indices of initial injury severity are outlined in Table 1. Five participants had a history of dysphasia being present at 6 months post injury that had since resolved, and 19 participants had a history of a significant left hemisphere lesion. Participants completed the NART followed by the CCRT as part of their neuropsychological assessment. Previous studies have indicated no significant order effect with these tasks (Conway & O’Carroll, 1997).

Table 1. Indices of head injury severity – number and percentage by group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe (GCS 3–8)</td>
<td>Extremely Severe (over 4 weeks) 7 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (GCS 9–12)</td>
<td>Very Severe (1 to 4 weeks) 14 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild (GCS 13/14)</td>
<td>Severe (1 to 7 days) 23 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor (GCS 15)</td>
<td>Mild to moderate (&lt; 24 hours) 11 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant haematoma</td>
<td>Ever in coma†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>30 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>25 (45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A&E: Accident and Emergency; GCS: Glasgow coma scale; †: Unknown for three patients. Percentage by group in parentheses.

Results
NART and CCRT error scores were generally higher amongst those with greater injury severity (Table 2). Initial analysis indicated that age at injury was associated with Glasgow coma scale ($rs = .264$, $p = .05$) and thus was associated with injury severity. As age is also a demographic predictor of NART error scores, in order to control for the possibility that associations between error scores and injury severity were simply due to age, subsequent analyses used partial correlations and analysis of covariance to control for age at injury.

NART performance was significantly correlated with Glasgow coma scale ($r_{\text{partial}} = -.305$, $p = .012$), but not with post-traumatic amnesia severity ($r_{\text{partial}} = .202$, $p = .071$). Those with a significant haematoma made more NART errors, though this was not statistically significant. The presence of coma at any stage was significantly associated with worse NART performance, $F(1, 49) = 5.62, p = .022$, with an effect size of 0.73, though the relationship with coma at first admission was not significant.

CCRT scores were also significantly correlated with measures of head injury severity, although the strength of relationship was generally less pronounced. Thus, CCRT error scores were significantly correlated with admission Glasgow coma scale ($r_{\text{partial}} = -.275$, $p = .021$), but not with post-traumatic amnesia ($r_{\text{partial}} = .224$, $p = .056$). Differences in strength of correlation with injury severity between CCRT and NART scores were not statistically significant. Those with a significant haematoma made more CCRT errors, although this was not statistically significant. Both presence of
coma at first admission, \( F(1; 52) = 4.65, p = .036 \), and presence of coma at any stage, \( F(1; 49) = 4.46, p = .040 \), were significantly associated with worse CCRT performance, with effect sizes of 0.78 and 0.65, respectively.

Participants made significantly fewer errors on the CCRT than on the NART (paired \( t = 6.75, p < .001 \)), though healthy participants would also be expected to make fewer errors on the CCRT. As expected, the correlation between NART and CCRT errors was very high (\( r = .95, p < .001 \)). When asked to indicate a preference for either task, 69% of patients preferred the CCRT, 11% preferred the NART, and 20% had no preference.

### Discussion

Our findings show that performance on the NART is significantly associated with clinical measures of the severity of brain damage following traumatic head injury. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that those who were more severely injured were less intelligent, the results are more likely to indicate that performance on the NART is affected by brain injury in at least some patients. Therefore, reliance on the NART may result in an underestimation of premorbid ability and in an underestimation of the deleterious cognitive effects of the brain injury. As the WTAR measure is based upon the same principles as the NART, it is reasonable to assume that it would also be compromised by brain injury. Although this effect is most pronounced in those who suffered coma, the results suggest that an effect is present across all levels of injury severity with even those with mild injury (GCS 13/14) making five more NART errors on average than those with minor injury (GCS 15).
difference of 12 IQ points between the estimated premorbid ability of those with a severe injury relative to those with a minor injury. However, in individual cases, the discrepancy between estimated and actual premorbid ability may be even more pronounced. This has considerable implications given the widespread use of the NART and similar measures in clinical practice.

Although the CCRT was also found to be associated with severity of head injury, the association with GCS score was not quite as strong, indicating that the CCRT may be more resistant than the NART to the effects of brain injury. This is consistent with findings that the CCRT is less affected by severity of cognitive impairment than the NART in dementia patients (Conway & O’Carroll, 1997). It also reflects findings that the reading of single irregular words in isolation is compromised in more cognitively impaired Alzheimer patients (Patterson, Graham, & Hodges, 1994), whereas contextual priming is relatively preserved (Nebes, 1994; Nebes & Halligan, 1996). Although the CCRT may be more resistant than the NART (and was preferred by most patients), it also appears to be susceptible to compromise by brain injury.

As these premorbid measures appear to be affected by brain injury, it may be advisable to compare estimates of premorbid intelligence based on the NART, CCRT or W TAR with estimates based upon pre-injury demographics (Crawford & Allan, 1997; Crawford, Allan, Cochrane, & Parker, 1990; Crawford, Millar & Milne, 2001). These demographically derived estimates, together with consideration of injury severity, may assist in identifying instances where NART or CCRT derived estimates are likely to have underestimated true premorbid ability.
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